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Wednesday, October 26, 2016 

11:00  a.m. Registration  Opens   - Salon A 

  1:00  p.m. Welcoming Remarks  - Salon A 

 Beverly Newman, MJJA Board President 

 Representative Diane Franklin, District 123  
 

 1:30 p.m. Plenary:  “It’s Not Too Late to Achieve Positive Outcomes for Youth:  A Discussion of the           

Impact Youth Guidance’s Becoming A Man (BAM) Program is Having and Implications for 

the Field”   -  Salon A 

 2:30 p.m.   Refreshment Break   -  Salon A 
 

 2:45 p.m. WORKSHOP CHOICES: 

 The Core Concepts of Understanding Childhood Traumatic Stress: Implications for      

Practice -  Room 63 

 Making and Keeping Good First Impressions So Your Career Potential is At Its Best         -  

-  Room 62 

  Case Law Update -  Parasol II 
 
  Your Safety Matters:  A Look at Situational Awareness  -  Room 64 
  
  “Meeting Youth Where They Are:  How Youth Guidance’s Becoming A Man (BAM) 
                      Program is Impacting Youth Violence”  -  Room 74/75 
 
 

 5:00 p.m. 5K FOR KIDS RUN/WALK 
    - Tan-Tar-A 5K Trail  ~  Overpass between Buildings C & D    
 

 

Thursday, October 27, 2016 
 
 

 7:30 a.m. Breakfast  - Salon A 
 

 8:15 a.m. Morning Welcome  -  Salon A 

 Beverly Newman, MJJA Board President 
 

 8:30 a.m. Plenary:  The Adolescent Brain:  Building the Car While Driving It  -  Salon A 
 

10:00 a.m.  Beverage Break  - Salon A 
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Thursday, October 27, 2016  

 
10:15 a.m. WORKSHOP CHOICES: 

 To Get Their Support, Money, Time, and Votes, You Must Prove Your Effectiveness              

-  Room 62 

 Initial Response and Investigation of an Unexplained Child Death - Part I  -  Parasol II 

 Disparities in Disciplinary Referrals and the Incarceration Track-The Prison Pipeline           

-  Room 64 

 Family Engagement:  A Critical Component to Positive Outcomes for Justice-Involved 

Youth  -  Room 74/75 

 Hiding in Plain Sight  -  Room 63 

 
12:00 p.m.  Lunch  -  Salon A 
 

      Awards Presentation   
 

   Beverly Newman, MJJA Board President 
  Ed Morris, Juvenile Justice Advisory Group Chairman 
   Rick Gaines, MJJA DMC State Coordinator  
       Jim Wallis and Katie Harrison, MJJA Board Members 
   
   

  1:30 p.m.     WORKSHOP CHOICES: 

 Continuing the Investigation into the Unexplained Child Death - Part 2  -  Parasol II 

 CASA Volunteers Make A Difference:  How your Court can Benefit from the Addition        

of a CASA Volunteer to a Child’s Case  -  Room 62 

  The Adolescent Brain on Trial   -  Room 74/75 
 
  Interviewing Children with Disabilities  -  Room 63 
  
  The Faces of Child Sex Trafficking in the Modern Age  -  Room 64 
 
 

  3:15 p.m.    Refreshment Break  -  Salon A 
 
 

  3:30 p.m.   Plenary:  Memory Power  -  Salon A 
 

  5:00 p.m. President’s Reception  ~ MJJA Raffle  -  Parasol I/II 

 All Out DJ and Karaoke  ~  Marty Yust 
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Friday, October 28, 2016 

 

  8:00 a.m. Breakfast   -  Salon A 

  8:30 a.m. Plenary:   Life is Now in Session, Live it Well  -  Salon A 

  9:30 a.m. Refreshment Break  -  Salon A 

  9:45 a.m. WORKSHOP CHOICES: 

 Using Trauma Informed Care to Provide Comprehensive, Integrative and Innovative  

Treatment to Adolescents  -  Room 63 

 Youth in the Juvenile System:  Psychiatric Co-Morbidities and Treatment Challenges           

-  Room 64 

  Reasonable and Prudent Parent Standard Decision Making  - Parasol II 
 

 Living a Healthy Life in the Face of Trauma  -  Room 74/75 
 

 11:30 a.m. Conference Adjourns 
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“It’s Not Too Late to Achieve Positive Outcomes for Youth:  A Discussion of the Impact 

Youth Guidance’s Becoming A Man (BAM) Program in Having and Implications for the Field” 

Results from University of Chicago Crime Lab randomized controlled trial (RCT) evaluating the impact of BAM 
during the 2013-15 academic years found that BAM reduced violent crime arrests by 50 percent, reduced total 
arrests by 35 percent, and improved school engagement for male Chicago Public Schools students. In a long-
term follow-up to the Crime Lab’s first study of BAM during the 2009-10 academic year, the researchers found 
that BAM also increased on-time high school graduation rates by 19 percent. The Crime Lab estimates that 
BAM’s benefits far outweigh the program costs, with up to $30 in societal gains for every $1 invested in the  
program, from realized reductions in crime alone. Crime Lab researchers believe the economic returns of BAM 
may ultimately be even higher because people with a high school diploma often have higher earning potential 
than those who drop out. 
 

 

The Core Concepts of Understanding Childhood Traumatic Stress: Implications for Practice  
 

This is an activity based workshop that utilizes the National Childhood Traumatic Stress Network's document 
that outlines the impact of trauma on children, adolescents and their caregivers.  Implications for child-serving 
systems and sectors will be discussed  (e.g. child protection, juvenile justice). 
 
Faculty: Jerry Dunn, Executive Director, Children’s Advocacy Services of Greater St. Louis 

Making and Keeping Good First Impressions So Your Career Potential Is At Its Best 
 
Learn how to be successful in the workplace and how to be a leader at your place of employment so your career 
potential is the best it can be.  A person never gets a second chance to make a good first impression, so you may 
as well make it a good one if you can.  A poor first impression and keeping poor impressions = limited career 
potential.  Poor career potential means:  
 

 less likely to get hired 
 more likely to get fired 
 less likely to get promoted 
 earn less money in a lifetime 
 

Faculty: Ron Schmidt, M.Ed., Supervisor Career Awareness Related Experience (C.A.R.E ) Columbia Parks 

and Recreation Department 
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Case Law Update: 
 
This session will give attendees an overview of the year’s most significant cases impacting juvenile law practice 
and offer discussion of recent development in statutory and case law and the impact upon practice by Juvenile 
Offices, Children’s Division workers and attorneys.  
 

Faculty: Ellen Haynes, Legal Aspects Trainer, Children’s Division, Department of Social Services 

 

Your Safety Matters: A Look at Situational Awareness 
 
In today’s world, we must be ever vigilant about our safety and the safety of those who are out in the field going 
into the homes of strangers.  Staff members in the field face a different set of safety challenges than the ones who 
work within the secure perimeter of your offices and facilities.  Because of what you do, you can find yourself in 
unfamiliar and sometimes isolated places.  Situational awareness is key to one’s own safety.  Some of the topics 
to be discussed in this workshop include: 
 
 Safe havens & medical considerations 
 Safer meetings. Identifying secondary exit routes & understanding positioning 
 Simple techniques to enhance awareness of surrounding/ situational awareness 
 Violence erupts at a client’s facility. What will I do? Where will I go? 
 Honoring instincts- Should I cancel that meeting? 
 Elevators, stairwells, parking lots and “fringe” areas 
 
Faculty: Andre Cook, MBA, Police Trainer, Columbia Police Department 
 
 

“Meeting Youth Where They Are:  How Youth Guidance’s Becoming A Man (BAM) Program is 
 Impacting Youth Violence” 
 
BAM is an innovative program integrating clinical theory and practice, men's rites of passage work and a      
dynamic approach to youth engagement and development. It guides young men to Learn, Internalize and  
Practice social cognitive skills, make responsible decisions for their future and become positive members of  
their community. Leaders of BAM will share a brief history of the program, key aspects of the program design 
and what participants are saying about why the program works. Participants will also get a chance to experience 
key aspects of the program. 
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Plenary:  The Adolescent Brain:  Building the Car While Driving It 

 

The adolescent brain functions differently than the child or adult brain based on structural and chemical changes 
that occur during this period.  This then impacts teens’ behavior, emotions and perceptions.   
It is critical to understand these differences as we work with this population in both child welfare protective    
services and delinquency services.  This presentation will explore these changes and impact and provide a  basis 
for how we can shape our interactions, expectations and programming to support optimal brain development and 
outcomes that lead to a healthy trajectory into adulthood. 
 
Faculty: Patsy Carter, Ph.D. Director of Children's Clinical Services, Dept. of Mental Health and             

Children’s Division 

 

To Get Their Support, Money, Time, and Votes, You Must Prove Your Effectiveness 
 
You need their support, money, time, and votes; however, supervisors, advisory boards, grant funders, financial 
donors, in-kind givers, volunteers, and voters are demanding more accountability of you, your program, and your 
organization.  Supporters, donors, volunteers, and voters are interested in having programs with measurable    
objectives so that the projects can be objectively measured to determine if they were successful or not.  If you 
can measurably show a positive effect your project or agency is having, you will increase your chances of   
maintaining your current level of support and possibly cultivate other advocates,  funders, and volunteers.  Too 
many agencies only point to the number of people they serve (outputs), rather than identify the impact their  
programs have had on those people's lives (outcomes).  When you are able to show that the services you provide 
are really changing people's conditions for the better, people are much more likely to support your efforts in the 
future. 
 
Faculty: Ron Schmidt, M.Ed. Supervisor Career Awareness Related Experience (C.A.R.E.) Columbia Parks 

and Recreation Department 

Initial Response and Investigation of an Unexplained Child Death (Part 1)  
 
Most child deaths appear normal or accidental, but it is sometimes later determined that foul play was involved.      
We will take your initial response to a child death or unconscious child and show methods to prevent                
investigators from falling behind from the very beginning. Discussion will include information on using your 
multi-disciplinary team to make your cases stronger and assure important issues are not overlooked.  
 
Faculty: Sgt. Jim Sears, retired Irving Police Department, Irving, Texas 
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Disparities in Disciplinary Referrals and the Incarceration Track-The Prison Pipeline 
 

Current data on school disciplinary referrals indicate that minority youths, particularly African American and 
Hispanic males are three times more likely to experience expulsions, suspensions, and/or legal consequences 
than their White peers.  Even when controlling socioeconomic factors and racial populations, students of color 
are more often and more severely punished than their White classmates (Skiba 2002). A plethora of studies have 
found a direct link between school discipline referrals, and juveniles engaged in the justice system to adult I 
ncarceration or penal institutionalization.  The link created has become known as the school-to-prison pipeline. 
Furthermore, many studies conclude that the majority of the minority students’ offenses were less major than 
many of the White peers, yet the consequences for non-Whites were more punitive.  In a search for justification 
of these disparities, researchers discovered that discretionary decisions of school administrators, teachers, 
school resource officers, and juvenile court representatives have contributed greater to this disparity. 
 
This session reveals comparative data on school referrals by race, region, and gender.  The comparative analyses 
will review consequences of infractions based upon school and juvenile officials’ discretion.  The     presenter 
will offer alternative behavior strategies and practices thought to promote positive discipline, including such   
progressive disciplinary models as Restorative Practices and Safe and Responsive Schools (SRS).   
 
Faculty: Dr. Juanita M. Simmons, Ph.D., Emerita Associate Professor, Educational Leadership & Policy 

Analysis, College of Education, Black Studies Affiliate 

 

Family Engagement: A Critical Component to Positive Outcomes for Justice-Involved Youth 
 
Parental and family engagement by the juvenile justice system is proven to be effective for better youth           
outcomes; yet system stakeholders often find it difficult to engage families for a number of reasons, including 
lack of trust, lack of information and resources, lack of understanding of the system, and complex family         
dynamics and needs that negatively impact their ability to engage (Arya 2013). This workshop will provide an 
overview of the benefits of parental engagement, barriers to engagement and strategies that Youth Advocate   
Programs, Inc. (YAP) uses to effectively engage high and complex need justice-involved families across the 
country. 
 
Faculty:  Gary Ivory, President of the Southwest Region and National Director of Development-Youth          
Advocate Programs, Inc. 
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Hiding in Plain Sight 
 
Childhood sexual abuse is a topic that most prefer not to think about or discuss.  While there have been many 
studies concerning children and women that have been sexually abused, the study of males that have been      
sexually abused is still grossly inadequate.  Greg Holtmeyer will give a first hand and in-depth look at the most 
under reported crime against males.  The long term effects of sexual abuse of males is misunderstood even by 
many counseling professionals.  Greg will go into detail of the long term effects, treatments, and resources    
available.   
 
Faculty: Greg Holtmeyer,  Founder and Executive Director of the Phoenix Project 

 

Continuing the Investigation into the Unexplained Child Death (Part 2)  
 
Part Two will include utilizing information and evidence found during your initial scene response and using that 
information to forward your investigation.  Further discussion will include information the medical examiner, 
doctors, and other members of the MDT will need to make rational and logical decisions on the death of the 
child.  
 
Faculty: Sgt. Jim Sears, retired Irving Police Department, Irving, Texas 

 

CASA Volunteers Make A Difference:  How your Court can Benefit from the Addition of a CASA            
Volunteer to a Child’s Case 
 
CASA programs are working with abused and neglected children in 22 circuits in Missouri.   Children with a 
CASA volunteer along with an appointed GAL attorney do better in many areas; they spend an average of 8   
fewer months in foster care and are half as likely to reenter the system.  They do better in school and are more 
likely to be adopted.  CASA volunteers work as partners to the family support team, but can make independent 
recommendations to the court and are rated as highly effective by judges.  One year of CASA advocacy costs 
less than one month of foster care, and can change a child’s life.    
This session will discuss the fundamentals of CASA programs, including staff needed, volunteer recruitment and 
management, and the role of the CASA volunteer in the court process.  Missouri CASA has resources available 
to support the growth of new CASA programs in Missouri.   Other topics will include state funding, VOCA grant 
opportunities, Title IV-e training support and other options.     
 
Faculty: Beth Atchison, Executive Director, CASA of Southwest Missouri and Bill Prince, JD, Family Court 
Administrator and Chief Juvenile Officer, 31st Judicial Circuit 
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The Adolescent Brain on Trial 
 
Having learned about the functioning of the adolescent brain, this presentation will focus how this impacts the 
juvenile’s legal competency.  Across most of the country the right to due process including requiring competency 
to participate in the legal proceedings is supported in statute or case law for juveniles.  In adult courts,            
competency standards are typically based on the presence of a mental disease or defect.  Questions have arisen 
however regarding the standards for competency in the juvenile court, knowing the mere fact of minority may 
impact a juvenile’s competency.  This presentation will explore the issues of competency based on our            
understanding of the adolescent brain and the science indicating the teenage brain is not fully developed.   
 
Faculty: Patsy Carter, Ph.D. Director of Children's Clinical Services, Dept. of Mental Health and Children’s 

Division 

 

Interviewing Children with Disabilities 

Children with disabilities are more vulnerable to abuse than their typically developing peers. Their disabilities 
often present specific challenges to a successful interview, criminal justice investigation, and prosecution. Spe-
cial knowledge and consideration must be given to preparing for, overcoming barriers (real and perceived), and 
documenting the interview. Understanding and communicating effectively with these children and their caregiv-
ers is instrumental in the success of the interview. Participants will learn strategies that must be considered both 
prior to, during and after the interview.   
  

Faculty:  Cara Gerdiman, Executive Director, Kids Harbor, Inc.  
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The Faces of Child Sex Trafficking in the Modern Age  
 
The session will be an overview of the many faces of child sex trafficking that are occurring in our state every 
day.  This will be accomplished by reviewing several local case studies and the resources available to combat 
this national problem.  A brief legal section will be presented regarding both Federal and State Human          
Trafficking laws. We will also discuss some helpful tips to assist us, in recognizing and reporting signs and 
symptoms of human trafficking.     
 
Faculty: Detective Chip Root,  Investigation Division, Joplin Police Department  

MEMORY POWER 
 
If there were a magic pill that would improve your memory, would you take it? Fortunately, you don't need to. 
This fun and interactive session rids your poor memory of misplaced glasses, forgotten names, and statements 
such as, "I know it's here somewhere" to a mind that’s efficient and reliable. This program dispels the myth that 
memory can't be improved. It can; easily and effectively.  You’ll see how the answers to your memory            
deficiencies are already in your head.  You’ll amaze yourself on the power behind your brain. 
 
Faculty: Paul Mellor, Success Links, author of MEMORY! How to Remember Anything

 

Since the advent of the Internet, child pornography crimes have exploded, causing irrevocable harm not only to 
the child victims, but also to the law enforcement officers, forensic analysts, prosecutors, judges, and other      
professionals who must view their violation in order to rescue them. Exposure to child sexual exploitation and 
abuse materials can have widespread and serious negative effects on professionals. Psycho-educational programs 
are crucial to helping exposed individuals learn how to recognize and cope with problems before they become 
severe or permanent.  SHIFT Wellness understands child sexual exploitation and abuse cases can have wide 
reaching effects on all areas of law enforcement and judicial professions. The negative effects of exposure to 
such cases, however widespread, can be mitigated through awareness, education and the use of tools and       
techniques to build resiliency. SHIFT provides training for judicial professionals, including court staff, probation 
professionals and Child Advocacy professionals to assist with developing wellness practices that enable           
individuals, teams and organizations to effectively address concerns and effects from chronic exposure to      
traumatic events and materials. 

Faculty: Jean McAllister, Trainer, The Innocent Justice Foundation
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Using Trauma Informed Care to Provide Comprehensive, Integrative and Innovative Treatment to           
Adolescents  
 
Compass Health presenters will discuss how utilizing trauma informed care has enhanced their understanding 
and treatment services for adolescents along our continuum of care from OP services, to residential treatment to 
inpatient psychiatric care.  Statistics tell us that about 95 to100% of the individuals we are serving are trauma 
survivors either of physical, sexual, and emotional abuse or have witnessed trauma.  Many people experienced 
trauma in childhood and have unfortunately gone on to adulthoods marked by more trauma, whether it has been 
domestic violence or violence in the community.  We have come to realize that unless we recognize the role  
trauma and abuse has played in our consumers lives, we will not be able to understand their symptoms and      
behaviors and what has caused these behaviors.  Unfortunately we have for too long attributed certain symptoms 
and behaviors either to their mental illness or to their substance abuse, without considering how the trauma and 
abuse has affected them.  By exploring how adverse childhood experiences have impacted our clients, we can 
help them understand their behaviors through an adaptive lens and assist them in becoming survivors. 
 
Faculty: Tenea Lowman, Psy.D., Royal Oaks Hospital and Libby Brockman-Knight, MA LPC, Compass 

Health Wellness 

Youth in the Juvenile System: Psychiatric Co-morbidities and Treatment Challenges 
 
In this workshop, Dr. Singh will present some challenging cases with a common psychiatric disorder, their   
overlapping symptoms and diagnostic criteria.  Dr. Singh will discuss   treatment plans that have an emphasis on 
common psychotropic medications and will review the role, adverse effects and long term side effects of these 
medications. 
 
Faculty: Dr. Garima Singh, Missouri Psychiatric Center, University of Missouri Health Care 

Reasonable and Prudent Parent Standard Decision Making 
 
Join this panel as they engage you in a thoughtful discussion on caregivers’ authority to use the reasonable and 
prudent parent standard to make decisions regarding the child's participation in extracurricular, enrichment,    
cultural, and social activities. Learn from youth, caregivers and birth parents what you can do as a family support 
team member to support these decisions.   
 
Faculty: Sally Gaines, Children’s Division and Karen Anderson, Foster Parent and State Youth Advisory 

Board Members 
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Living a Healthy Life in the Face of Trauma  

This course offers juvenile justice professionals exposed to traumatic material, including but not limited to child 
sexual exploitation material, and/or may often interact with predators and abusers, the opportunity to learn about 
the negative effects that may occur as a result of exposure and ways to mitigate those negative effects. Workshop 
includes interactive tools and techniques for building resilience and a thorough discussion of vicarious trauma, 
burnout, compassion fatigue and the way the brain processes traumatic material. 
 
Faculty: Jean McAllister, Trainer, The Innocent Justice Foundation 
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Thank you to the Following  
for providing scholarships to attend our Conference!! 

 
 

  ~  Missouri Task Force on Children’s Justice 
 
 
  ~  OSCA Juvenile Division Education Committee 
 
 
  ~  OSCA Juvenile Court Improvement Project 
 
 


